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Personality Development Club Report (July 2020-June 2021) 

 Personality Development Club of Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College for Women, Chandigarh 

organized an Interactive Awareness Session on „INNER EXCELLENCE THROUGH 

HOLISTIC GROWTH‟ on 15
th

 December 2020. Ms Preeti Swami, Founder of Energy 

Transformation Lab and Mind Gym, was the speaker for the online session, that saw an 

enthusiastic participation of over 100 students. The objective of the session was to explore one‟s 

habits and strengths through Physical, Mental, Social, Emotional and Spiritual Awareness. Ms 

Preeti Swami explained how physical and emotional growth is very essential for the holistic 

development. She added that every query and its solution lies in the force of energy that we are 

born with. It was beautifully explained in the session that how our journey of progress rapidly 

moves from our thoughts, feelings, attitudes and personality to destiny. The session received an 

overwhelming response. The students appreciated the tips and techniques given for the holistic 

growth and development. The one-hour interactive session relieved students from their current 

stress scenario and helped them understand the meaning of inner excellence of oneself that 

occurs through physical, mental, social, emotional and spiritual development. The Principal Dr. 

Nisha Bhargava expressed appreciation for this endeavor and she stressed that such initiatives 

are crucial for the complete development of the students. 
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1. Personality Development Club of Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College for Women, 

Chandigarh organized a Portrait making competition on 31
st
 Jan 2021 on the topic “A Glimpse of 

Nature describing your Personality” in which students of the college were asked to submit their 

hand made portraits by using their creativity skills. The objective of the competition was to explore 

one‟s talent and personality as per the belief which says that art encompasses values and ideas, and 

helps enlighten one‟s imagination. Artistic knowledge reinforces the inner power of capturing the 

nuances. The participants gave vent to their imagination and aesthetic exploration by creating 

excellent magical expressions on canvas. Students sent in innovative entries and, gave a tough time 

to the judges for selecting the best amongst the beautiful versions of the nature related topics. The 

judges were quite impressed to witness the portrayal of new concepts and ideas coupled with high 

standards of performance, put forth by the participants.  

Following were the winners- 

1
st
 Prize – Ms. Palak Soni (BSC I-Roll no.378) – Rewarded ₹2000 

2
nd

 Prize – Ms. Aastha Mehra (Bcom I, Roll No.9665) – Rewarded ₹1500 

3
rd

 Prize – Ms. Navya Chhatwani (Bcom III, Roll No.11165) – Rewarded ₹1000 

This competition made many students explore their hidden talent of painting/sketching. The 

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava appreciated the efforts of the Personality Development Club and 

said that college will continue to organize such events for enhancing and grooming the students‟ 

personality towards aesthetic and exotic revelations. 
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2. Personality Development Club of Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College for Women, 

Chandigarh organized a Greeting Card and Handmade Gift making competition on the 

occasion of Mother‟s Day falling on 9
th

 May,2021.“From Consciousness in a mother‟s bosom 

to the blend of experiences in the trajectory of life, the blessings of a mother chase us 

divinely”- the competition channelized the students to use their ingenuity and creativity in 

expressing their gratitude to their mothers by employing their skillful hands and artistry. The 

competition entailed indigenous creation of a card or a gift and a picture with students‟ hands on 

the task. The objective of the event was to encourage and reinforce the passion to remain 

embedded to our roots that find place in our mother‟s feet and salute our Indian tradition which 

proclaims -Maatri devo bhav”, all leading to encapsulating into a vital element of students‟ 

personalities in the long run. Around 50 entries rolled in fulfilling the criteria of the competition. 

The judges had a tough time shortlisting the entries with all the extraordinary efforts of the 

students applied with prominence to the cards and gifts. The judges were all in awe, witnessing 

the expressions of love towards one‟s mother put forth so exquisitely by the participants. 

Praising all the entries, and abiding by the protocol, the judges announced the winners of the 

competition. 

Following were the winners- 

1
st
 Prize – Ms. Vanshika Garg (Bcom III, Roll no 11151) – Rewarded ₹ 2000 

2
nd

 Prize – Ms.Vipasha (B.sc I (NM), Roll No.372) – Rewarded ₹ 1500 

3
rd

 Prize – Ms. Anchal (B.com I, Roll No. 9988) – Rewarded ₹ 1000 

This competition fueled the affection of the students towards their mothers and infused a spirit of 

joy and celebration marking the Mother‟s Day. The Principal of the college, Dr. Nisha 

Bhargava appreciated the efforts of the Personality Development Club and remarked that the 

college will remain unabated in its endeavors to organize such events that rekindle and enhance 

the personality traits of the students in unique and imaginative ways. 
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3. The Personality Development Club in collaboration with Foreign Student Cell of 

Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College for Women, Chandigarh organized an online interactive 

session on “Building Resilience through Emotional Strength and Mind Power” on June 

15,2021. The resource person was Mr. Anurag Rishi, a Transformational and Motivational 

speaker, Human Potential Trainer and a Life Coach. The session focused on the present times as 

stormed by a cataclysm of the power of the human mind. Mr. Rishi explained human body as a 

chemical composition with spiritual experience. He narrated real life examples and instances 

from inspirational books of Deepak Chopra, Nicola Tesla, Norman Cousins etc. to exhibit the 

phenomenal impact of deep breathing in reducing stress and pushing up the happiness index. A 

perennial sense of gratitude releases an immensely high vibration of healing. He also stressed on 

developing a kind hearted and helpful attitude towards all in one‟s environment in consonance 

with the law of reaping and sowing. Crowning all, Mr. Rishi underscored the importance of 

connecting with nature to have a gush of positive forces coming to one‟s aid in building a strong, 

agile and resilient mind. As a final climax, Mr. Rishi made the participants practice a breathing 
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and visualization exercise of relaxation with his instructions. Finally, Mr. Rishi attended to the 

queries and doubts of the students with his emphatic and motivational responses and asked the 

participants to have a strict adherence to the „mind-power‟ techniques with strict abhorrence of 

self-pity and seek sympathy attitude. 

The webinar that was live streamed via you tube exuded an overwhelming response from the 

participants that comprised around 600 participants from the college and faculty members from 

the states of Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Assam Jammu and Kashmir and Rajasthan. 

The interactive session lasted around two and a half hours from 11:00 am- 1:15 pm. 

The webinar concluded on an extremely rejuvenating note with students expressing their 

appreciation and gratitude to the motivational skills of Mr. Anurag Rishi. The coordinators of the 

webinar expressed their gratitude towards the Principal of the college, Dr. Nisha Bhargava for 

all her guidance and support in giving the platform to organize the session. The team 

communicated a heartfelt desire of the students to have a continued association with the 

Resource person. 

  


